Action taken report based on feedback of the stake holders:

1. **Lack of continuous power supply to Class rooms and Laboratories:**
   It was noticed that an interrupted power supply was available for the academic block as the University located in rural area and thereby disrupting laboratory and class room work. Therefore the University decided and erected a separate Power Generator exclusively for the Academic Block. However a Power generator is already in place for Administrative Block.

2. **Change of syllabi and course content:**
   The University had adopted and followed a common syllabus during **2012 to 2014** for various programmes offered in the University departments and affiliated Colleges as well. However the University recognized the need for a separate and more flexible syllabi for all the Programmes offered in all the seven departments of the University. Therefore the University had constituted a separate Board of Studies for the Programmes offered in the University departments alone after obtaining the necessary approval from the statutory bodies such as Academic council and Syndicate. The new revised syllabi exclusively for the University departments had commenced from **2014 -2015** onwards which will be revised once in three years. The next revised syllabi will be adopted from 2018-2019 onwards.

3. **Hostel facility:**
   The students were not provided with Hostel facilities in the University premises due to lack of funds. The University has commenced to take proper administrative steps to generate funds for the same. However, the University has recognized the immediate need and arranged to provide ad hoc Hostel facility, free of cost for few deserving students (Gents) in the existing administrative building. Boarding facility would be through the University Canteen on payment basis.

4. **Transport facility:**
   The University is located in the rural area (Serkkadu) about 15-20 Kms. Away from the town/city. Separate transport facility exclusively for the students could not be provided due to lack of monitory resources. However, the University had recognized the immediate need to improve transport facility and approached the concern authorities to increase the frequency of number of buses plying in the route. The University had also approached the concern authorities to fetch ‘free ships’ for the students for daily commute to the University.
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5. **Photo copying facility:**
The University has recognized the need and provided the Photo copying facility in the University Library for the benefit of the students.

6. **Institutional overseas exchange opportunities:**
The University has established Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) from Hon Kong Baptist University, Hon Kong and National Taiwan Ocean University, Taiwan for academic and research exchange development.
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